Today was HUGE for the wedding industry today! I’m jumping up and down and
very excited for my couples right now! Literally tears of joy for YOU!
There were lots of
updates:
“Many businesses and
venues will be able to
stay at or expand to 50%
occupancy while still
maintaining health and
safety protocols.”
Among the changes:

Gyms, museums,
aquariums, barbers,
pools, outdoor
amusement parks,
retail establishments,
restaurants, breweries
and wineries may now
open at 50% capacity
with health and safety
protocols.

Sports fields and
venues, stadiums,
outdoor bars, outdoor
amusement parks and
other outdoor
businesses, which
were limited to operating outdoors at 30% capacity, will still have that
percentage but will no longer have a 100-person cap.
Bars and taverns, indoor amusement parks, movie theaters and indoor sports
arenas can open at 30% capacity with a cap of 250 people.
An exception for larger indoor arenas with a capacity of more than 5000
people will allow up to 15% capacity if more safety protocols are followed.
Most college and professional indoor sports like basketball and hockey can
have fans at 15% capacity.
The mass gathering limit will be increased to 25 indoors and 50 outdoors.
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However, let’s not
FULLY let our guard
down 110% and return
back to where we’ve
been the past year.
Let’s be respectful and
keep our numbers down
so that future couples
can invite more than
their witnesses too.
Although it states you
can have 250 people OR
30% of capacity
(whichever is LESS)… let’s really keep our focus to as close to 100 as possible! YAY!
Please also note they are
allowing mingling/dancing
with masks on if not in the
same household or closer
than 6 feet apart. So this
means our staff gets to stay
IF we can follow these simple
guidelines…but we get to
stay! That’s the BEST PART!
Let’s keep the numbers down
so we can spread everything
out… ENCOURAGE outdoor
dancing AS MUCH as possible
and create BIGGER dance
spaces.

We’re still encouraging ALL of our previous safety
protocols to keep your guests safe, our staff safe
and continue doing weddings all year long…
BUT TODAY WAS A WIN!!
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